
College forces you to grow up.  You have to do 

a lot of things on your own.  In college, you 

need to succeed because it’s your money that 

you’re throwing away if you don’t. You are held 

accountable for everything you choose; if you 

go to class or if you do your work.  Your grades 

are all on you.  College is hard.   

 

 

 

Hayley  

Expectations 

  



I was ready to live on my own and feel like an 

adult, but I was worried about how I would 

actually do it.  I still have adulting to learn and 

do, but so far I’m doing better than I thought I 

would. I knew WKU was a great school, but 

after living on campus and experiencing college 

life for a semester, I can say WKU is and was 

the best choice for me.  Not only is the campus 

beautiful and lively but also all my classes and 

professors have been great.  WKU is home.    

 

Lauren 

Expectations 

 



Based on what my high school teachers and 

older friends said before I started college, I was 

expecting college to be ridiculously hard.  I 

knew that I did really well in high school but 

was still nervous about how I would do in 

college.  Yes, college is hard, but it is not nearly 

as bad as they made it out to be.  I know there 

will be times where things get really tough, but I 

am confident that I can power through these 

times.   

Colton 

Expectations 

  



Coming in as a freshman, my biggest concern 

was the workload and whether I would be able 

to do it.  So far, though the walk has been easy, 

I have had more than enough time to do 

everything.  If you do your work and listen to 

your teachers, you will be fine.   

 

 

Armen 

Expectations  

  



I also came in concerned I wouldn’t do as well 

as I did in high school, but I’ve worked so hard 

and I’ve been able to achieve a 3.8, which I 

never thought I could do.   

 

 

 

 

 

Sarah  

Expectations  

  



When I first started WKU, I was not expecting 

to have a rough first semester.  I was looking 

forward to enjoying college, thinking I was 

going to make a bunch of friends and do great in 

school.  I was not expecting to feel such 

loneliness and depression while in college.  I 

knew that I was going to be stressed out but not 

stressed out to the max.  My college expectation 

was a fantasy.   

 

 

Edgar 

Expectations 

 


